Molly Joyce

Uniformity

for percussion duo:

duration: c. 5'30"
instrumentation:
- glockenspiel (1) (can be played with desk bells, if so high G-flat is optional)
- triangle or other ringing metal (2) (same type of ringing metal, two different sizes for each player if possible)
- bells (2) (ideally similar sound to ankle bells such as Indian ghungroo bells)
- shaker (2)
- tambourine (2)

performance instructions:
- glockenpiel mallets in beginning?
- glockenspiel soft mallets - (hard plastic wrapped in rubber if possible)
-
Uniformity

Danceable and upbeat \( \dot{\text{=} 160} \)

**Percussion 1**

**Percussion 2**

**Glockenspiel (full line)**
(get dramatic with tremolos)

accel.

(p get dramatic with tremolos)